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By public involvement we mean research being carried out ‘with’ or ‘by’ 
members of the public rather than ‘to’, ‘about’ or ‘for’ them as defined by NIHR 
INVOLVE

The impact of public involvement in NIHR health and social care research is 
defined as:

“The changes, benefits and learning gained from the insights and experiences of 
patients, carers and the public when working in partnership with researchers 
and others involved in NIHR initiatives”

(NIHR INVOLVE 2019)

Patient and public involvement in research 



Makes research more relevant, focused on questions of importance to patients 
and the public

Enhances quality of research eg. ensuring a trial measures the right outcomes 

A moral/ethical imperative 

“Nothing about me without me”

Democratic accountability to the taxpayers  

Fairness, accountability and transparency 

 

Why involve the public in research?



- Epidemiological and economic data sits in a wider social context

- Each bit of data is part of a bigger story

- The way in which people behave and how society responds can be key in 
pandemic planning

- Many research methods and approaches still assume a ‘passive’ approach 
with people as observed units

- Strong argument for engaging with patients, publics and communities as 
active agents in research that informs pandemic planning  

- Few examples of public involvement in modelling 

Public involvement in modelling for a 
Pandemic 



Mathematical and Economic Modelling for 
Vaccination and Immunization Evaluation 

(MEMVIE)

• Public involvement less common in complex areas 
such as mathematical and economic modelling

• Modelling is important – provides decision makers 
with best available evidence to reach a decision 

• Involving patients and public – enhance models, 
improve confidence and accelerate decision 
making 

• Key outcome of MEMVIE: Identified a framework 
to identify the nature and type of public 
involvement to guide future models, identifies 
values, identifies conditions for implementation 
and provides a detailed long form version that 
considers involvement at each stage of the 
modelling process and a short form summary 



What did it 
involve? 

• 21 meetings over 5 years 
• Each lasted 2-3 h. Email contact in-between 

with the group commenting on documents
• Deliberative knowledge space and Think 

Aloud techniques encouraged ideas and 
thoughts to emerge

• Public contributors were able to challenge the 
data, the basis for the collection of data and 
the interpretation of that data, thinking 
outside of the box in a safe space where 
modellers could rework their thinking 

• The meetings enabled thematic development 
over time as the Reference Group 
contributors worked with the aca demic 
contributors on continuous iterations of the 
emerging framework

 



•Data collection & model 
construction; 

•Modelling stage legend 
•Discussion/feedback; Model setup; •Analysis & interpretation;   Coupling of models. 

•PI contribution  

•Assessing data & 

•  justifying model 
choice 

•Interpreting & 

• reviewing 
outcomes 

•Reviewing context 
& relevance 

•Troubleshooting 

•Decisionmaking 

•Determine the heterogeneities that need to be included: 
•Age [✓] Risk [🗶] 
•Strains [✓] Gender [🗶] 
•Is there sufficient epidemiological data to support this? 

•Construct ODE-type model. Allows rapid 
simulation. 

•Look to infer parameters using likelihoods or ABC. 

•Discussion with disease-specific experts & reference to the 

•literature to determine state structure (SIS, SIR, SEIRS etc 
etc). 

•Do results agree with epidemiological intuition; can 
we 

•explain the results either heuristically or with simpler 

•models? •Compare predictions to epidemiological data and other 

•model results in the literature (or being developed by 
PHE). 

•Consider model and parameter sensitivity. 

•Construction of Epidemiological Models 

•Few
 

•Construct simulation models. Slow simulation, 
but 

•allows more complex model structure & more 

•heterogeneities. Infer parameters using pseudo- 

•likelihoods or ABC. 

•Bring together the epidemiological and economic model components 

•Determine vaccine threshold prices and uncertainty analysis in line with vaccination committee 
requirements. 

•Present findings to relevant vaccination committees, and incorporate 
feedback 

•Ep3(i
) 

•Ep4 

•M
an

y 

•Ep2 Are we able to parameterise the health economic Ec2 

•model with the desired categorisation per heterogeneity? 

•Identify relevant literature & data sources. 

•Inform three groups of statistics (listed below). 

•Construction of Economic Models  
•What are the economic outcomes associated with the 

•Ep1 Ec1 
•interventions? 

•Reference to the literature & discussion with experts. 

•Ep3(ii
) 

•Discuss 
findings 

•& assumptions 

•with experts 

•Carry out data collection. 

•Can collect primary data or source secondary 
data 

•(predominately the latter in our work). 

•(B) Health utilities 

•estimate QALYs 

•associated with 
each 
•health outcome 

•Analyse outputs and validate. 

•Example: take individual-level data, aggregate at a 

•population level. 
•Do the findings agree with health economic intuition & 
•external evidence? 

•(A) Probability of each clinical event 

•(C) Monetary costs 
∙ intervention (e.g. 

vaccine); 

∙ GP consultation; 
∙ hospitalisation. 

•6 

•5 

•Ec3 

•Ec4 



Public contributor

“We had no picture of what public involvement would look 
like, and no road map to guide our journey. We also had no 
idea of the constraints we might need to work within. The 
researchers we were working with had no idea of what they 
wanted from us. Or even if they could add anything useful to 
their model. The first year really felt like we were working in 
the dark, not even sure what we were trying to achieve.”



Public contributor 
• We had no picture of what public 
“A key breakthrough was the pictorial 
representation of the Epidemiological and Economic 
Model. For the first time we understood modelling 
as a process and provided a framework through 
which we could start to organise and structure our 

contribu tions” involvement would look like, and 
no route map to guide our journey. We also 
had no idea of the constraints we might need 
to work within. The researchers we were 
working with had no idea of what they 
wanted from us, or even if we could add any 
anything useful to their model. The first year 
really felt like working in the dark, not even 
sure what we were trying to achieve”

• We had no picture of what public 
involvement would look like, and no route 
map to guide our journey. We also had no 
idea of the constraints we might need to 
work within. The researchers we were 
working with had no idea of what they 
wanted from us, or even if we could add 
any anything useful to their model. The first 
year really felt like working in the dark, not 
even sure what we were trying to achieve”



Academic contributor

“When I joined midway through the duration of the MEMVIE project, I 
had not had any previous exposure to public involvement as part of the 
research process. I found it extremely beneficial to have an additional 
forum to describe our modelling process, dis cuss model assumptions and 
examine data. From my perspective, being given the opportunity to 
convey the work to public members through reasoned discourse, 
ensured justification of modelling aspects, aiding model integrity and 
validity. In addition, public involvement generated broader discussion 
surrounding data curation and data collection (such as questionnaire 
content), producing recommendations that can be used to inform future 
developments." 



The context for implementation: what do you need to have in place 

The values that underpin PPI in modelling 

Short Form MEMVIE Framework

Long Form MEMVIE Framework

Staniszewska, S., Hill, E.M., Grant, R. et al. Developing a Framework for Public Involvement in Mathematical and 
Economic Modelling: Bringing New Dynamism to Vaccination Policy Recommendations. Patient (2021). 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s40271-020-00476-x

 

A summary of MEMVIE 



- Our MEMVIE Framework is ready for application and refinement 

- Our work shows that PPI in methodologically complex area such as 
modelling is feasible 

- Important we continue to explore the potential of public involvement in 
modelling and we continue with our current study 

- Modelling is part of our society. It represents how we might respond to a 
pandemic as a society 

- This means societal input into modelling is vital 

- Co-production of future models is a vital activity to ensure our policy 
recommendations are rooted in the best co-produced science that captures 
concepts of importance and relevance to the public and is rooted in the 
reality of life

Conclusion 
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